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Youngkin and Sears Win in Virginia

Visit their website to
read Kate Hudson’s
story.

Parents are standing up across the country- we are not alone.
As CRT, DEI, and SEL become hot topics across the country, parents just like us
are standing up and saying no. In Virginia, Terry McAuliffe (D) said “I don’t
think parents should be telling schools what they should teach.” This incredibly
unpopular opinion helped boost Youngkin to victory as parents on both sides of
the aisle are questioning the programs being pushed on our children at school.

Did you receive a survey?
Our understanding is (1) The survey is unbiased and poses questions that are
NOT fashioned to elicit a predetermined outcome, (2) Sent by a group of
concerned alumni, and (3) The results are anonymous. Predictably, school
administrators who seek to control the narrative are issuing warnings.
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ASK QUESTIONS

ORGANIZE

DEMAND CHANGE

Contact teachers and
school administrators.
Ask for lesson plans
and curricula.

Gather parents to talk
to administrators in a
group. Don’t be
isolated and gaslit.

Do not stand by as your
child is indoctrinated.
Speak up for your
child’s safety.
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Westminster still
tracking kids
If your child is being
tracked, ask how they
are storing and using
this data beyond
covid tracking.

Education
Veritas on John
Fredericks Show
Find the link on our
Twitter.
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Fearless Dialogues
Sessions at Marist
Marist has invited Fearless Dialogues to talk to
students in grades 7-11. Fearless Dialogues is a
group focused on topics such as Social Justice,
Diversity and Inclusion, Identifying Implicit
Bias, Systematic Oppression, and Racial
Debiasing. Are your tuition dollars being used
for hiring top notch educators and funding state
of the art facilities or being used to call your
kids racists? Ask your school how much money
they are spending on DEI, SEL, and similar
programs.

Is your child being given
questionnaires at
school?
Questionnaires may seem innocent enough but
schools are collecting data on your child’s sexual
preferences, sexual activity, and conflicts at home
just to name a few. Students are also being asked to
raise their hands to divide students by race, gender,
orientation, and privilege. Ask your child’s teacher if
questionnaires are being used in their classrooms
and opt out of these invasive surveys today.

Follow these accounts on instagram to see what’s really going on at
some of Atlanta’s private schools: @wokeatsmes, @wokeatlovett,
@awakeatwestminster, @awakeatmountvernon

INVITE SUZANNE PHILLIPS TO SPEAK TO YOUR GROUP
We recently had the pleasure of hosting Suzanne Phillips to talk to a
small group of parents on the topic of culture. Suzanne is a dynamic
speaker who “connects the dots” of the cultural chaos facing our
children and what we can do to identify and address problems in our
schools.
Suzanne is the co-founder of Beacon Life and is working to inspire
and awaken parents to the pervasive culture of destructive
worldviews. She left us with eyes wide open and rmly resolved to
continue our ght to protect our children in school.
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